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instantly.
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Merely said, the Keys To The Castle Jumpstart Report is universally compatible with any devices to read

Activating Happiness
Jul 05 2020 It’s not just big choices that can radically change our lives—sometimes it’s the small ones. Activating
Happiness offers powerful, evidence-based strategies to help you conquer low motivation, nix negative moods, and defeat depression by
actively making positive choices in small, everyday moments. If you have depression or just suffer from low mood and lack of motivation, you
know that your life isn’t going to change with one grand, sweeping gesture. But you can make important decisions every day—whether it’s
getting off the couch and going for a walk, signing up for a course in pottery or screenwriting, or just setting aside some time to meet and
chat with a good friend over coffee. These little things won’t change your life all at once. But over time, they will shape the way you live
and see the world and keep you on a path to wellness. In Activating Happiness, you’ll find solid strategies based in behavioral activation
and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) to help you break the cycle of avoidance, guilt, shame, and hopelessness that can take hold when
you’re feeling your lowest. Using this guide, you’ll find little, doable ways to “show up” to your life, get the ball rolling, and start
really feeling better, instead of just reassuring others. You’ll learn to set healthy goals for your body like eating and sleeping well, as
well as healthy goals for your mind. Most importantly, you’ll discover how to view your life through the lens of your own deepest values,
which will spark a commitment to real, lasting change. The best thing about change is that you can start anywhere. By building a life—moment
by moment—of rewarding behaviors that correspond to your values, you have the recipe for getting and staying well at your fingertips. This
book will guide your way.
Entering the Castle
Feb 09 2021 Draws on the mystical writings of St. Teresa of Avila to explore how to maintain a connection with the
divine, in a guide that compares the human soul to a crystal castle with rooms representing various stages of spiritual development.
Stop Studying, Start Learning, Or, How to Jumpstart Your Brain
Jan 11 2021
Jump Start
Sep 30 2022
Scorched Apr 01 2020 Ex-detective Macmillan has a taste for bad girls, but his last lover really took the cake?and his humanity. Now a halfdemon, Mac?s lost his friends, his family, and his job. Then a beguiling vampire asks for his help to find her son. Suddenly, Mac has a case
to work?one that leads him deeps into the supernatural prison where Mac learns that cracking the case will cost him his last scrap of
humanity.
Jump Start
Mar 25 2022 For years, Robert Wolf traveled around the Midwest and the South teaching small town folk, farmers, and homeless
individuals to write about their lives through poems, essays and fiction. Through his own small publishing company, Free River Press, Wolf
published these stories of the forgotten parts of America. In 1999, Oxford published an anthology of his students' works in a volume
entitled American Mosaic: Poetry and Prose by Everyday Folk. Now, we have Jump Start--a concise guide that offers Wolf's writing techniques
from his Free River Press workshops across the country. Rooted in the oral tradition, Wolf's methods include storytelling, visualization,
spontaneous prose composition, and sketching. Useful for both the individual and groups as well as for beginning or practiced writers, his
concrete techniques are flexible enough to be applied towards any form (poetry, composition, non-fiction, plays, etc.). With the inclusion
of writing samples from past workshop participants, Wolf's main emphasis is that people from all walks of life, even with no previous
background in writing, may produce meaningful and memorable work.
Can You Snore Like a Dinosaur?
Oct 27 2019 From the bestselling author of CAN YOU YAWN LIKE A FAWN? comes the adorable follow-up, CAN YOU
SNORE LIKE A DINOSAUR? This stunningly illustrated bedtime book from Monica Sweeney and Lauren Yelvington uses clinical sleep strategies
with comforting, soporific language to tell the story of drowsy dinosaurs settling in for the night. Follow the recommended bedtime routine
from Certified Sleep Consultant Lauren Yelvington to create a calming, restful environment as you and your child read the story of sleepy
prehistoric creatures readying themselves for dreamland. The tranquil, repetitive language and serene illustrations will have your little
one sleepy and relaxed as the story closes, making for a loving, comforting way to end the day and a calming bedtime routine.
Cj and the Mysterious Map
May 03 2020 Eager for adventure, CJ follows the directions of a map anonymously mailed to him.
School of Dragons #3: Storm Approaching! (DreamWorks Dragons)
Sep 26 2019 An all-new nonfiction series featuring DreamWorks Dragons!
Hiccup, Toothless, and other exciting characters from DreamWorks Dragons teach readers about tornadoes, blizzards, hurricanes, and more of
Earth’s deadliest weather! Filled with full-color photos and lots of fun facts, these 80-page books based on JumpStart’s School of Dragons
online game are the perfect way to help young readers soar into the world of nonfiction.
Operation Jump Start
Nov 20 2021 This book recounts an unique chapter in the National Guard's efforts to keep America's borders secure.
Starting in June 2006 and lasting until July 2008, Operation Jump Start exhibited unprecedented cooperation and teamwork among federal
agencies engaged in protecting the homeland. The U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the U.S. Border Patrol and the National Guard created a
cooperative, operational environment that will endure as an example on how to do things right. Based in Arizona, California, New Mexico and
Texas, the Operation's mission was not to close the nation's border with Mexico but to make it more secure for legal immigration and
commerce. By the time Operation Jump start ended, criminal activities of all types had declined along the border, and physical improvements
made by Guard engineers along the border seemed certain to reduce illegal activities for the forseeable future.
Unplugged Play: Grade School
Dec 30 2019 Screen-free. Battery-free. Pure fun. When Unplugged Play was first published as a parent-friendly
encyclopedia of games and activities for all ages, Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods, called it “A terrific prescription for
much of what ails children and parents today.” Now Unplugged Playgets a fresh and appealing new life as three separate, brightly designed
books, each targeted to a specific age group. The need, of course, is significantly more pressing than when the book was originally
published—screens are far more ubiquitous, causing parents even greater concern about their overuse—and these timeless, imaginative, easy-toimplement games are here to the rescue. Each volume includes games to play alone and games to play with siblings and friends and parents.
Games to play indoors and games for outside. There are craft projects, music activities, guessing games—the kinds of truly fun activities
designed to stretch the imagination, spark creativity, build strong bodies, forge friendships, and explore the real world. The opposite of
hunkering down in front of an addictive screen.
Jumpstart! Storymaking
May 27 2022 Jumpstart! Storymaking is a collection of games and activities to develop the creative process of
‘storymaking’. It focuses upon 'storytelling for writing' as well as creating a whole school culture of storytelling, reading and writing.
Storymaking is the process of retelling, innovating and creating new stories. Like the best-selling Jumpstart! Literacy, this book contains
imaginative ‘quick-fire' ideas that could be used as creative warm-ups and starters or developed into lessons. There are over 100
provocative and thought-provoking games and activities, intended to ‘jumpstart’ storytelling, reading and writing in any Key Stage 1, 2 or 3
classroom. Practical, easy-to-do and vastly entertaining, the ‘jumpstarts’ will appeal to busy teachers.
The Griffins of Castle Cary
Dec 22 2021 A charming, adventure-filled debut novel that’s perfect for fans of The Penderwicks series.
Siblings Meg, Will, and Ariel Griffin are off on an adventure! They can’t wait to spend a week visiting their eccentric aunt and her giant,
tongue-drooling Newfoundland dog in England. But when they finally arrive, they’re faced with a few local secrets that stir up more than a
little trouble. Add in some very peculiar lights, strange new friends, a police chase and some stampeding sheep, and the Griffin kids are in

over their heads—literally. Apparently this town has a ghost problem and the three children must race to solve the mystery before the ghosts
take something that doesn’t belong to them.
The Apple Cider Vinegar Cleanse
Mar 01 2020 Apple cider vinegar has a cult following among health-conscious consumers. Not to be confused
with distilled grocery-store apple cider vinegar, “ACV” is unfiltered, unprocessed fermented apple cider that is rich in bioactive
components that give it potent antioxidant, antimicrobial, anti-glycemic and many other beneficial properties. This enables ACV to help
everything from diabetes to heart health to weight loss, sinus congestion, and warts. THE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR CLEANSE will explain the
myriad health benefits of ACV and will offer a 7-day cleanse to help readers jump-start their weight loss and journey to better health.
Hollywood Westerns and American Myth
Aug 06 2020 In this pathbreaking book one of America’s most distinguished philosophers brilliantly
explores the status and authority of law and the nature of political allegiance through close readings of three classic Hollywood Westerns:
Howard Hawks’ Red River and John Ford’s The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance and The Searchers.Robert Pippin treats these films as sophisticated
mythic accounts of a key moment in American history: its “second founding,” or the western expansion. His central question concerns how
these films explore classical problems in political psychology, especially how the virtues of a commercial republic gained some hold on
individuals at a time when the heroic and martial virtues were so important. Westerns, Pippin shows, raise central questions about the
difference between private violence and revenge and the state’s claim to a legitimate monopoly on violence, and they show how these claims
come to be experienced and accepted or rejected.Pippin’s account of the best Hollywood Westerns brings this genre into the center of the
tradition of political thought, and his readings raise questions about political psychology and the political passions that have been
neglected in contemporary political thought in favor of a limited concern with the question of legitimacy.
The Rainbabies
Jun 23 2019 On a moonlit night. . . In the magic of a moonshower, a childless couple finds a dozen tiny babies in a meadow.
Written in classic folktale tradition, illustrated with astonishing paintings, The Rainbabies is woven from magic and moonbeams.
Young Kids and Computers
May 15 2021 Ideal for both students and practitioners of interactive design, this is the digital edition of the
handout packet used for Dust or Magic events. It based on a continually growing collection of essays and talks, collected since 2001. There
are three sections.Section 1 covers how the major theories of human development with specific examples of both dust and magic.Section 2
covers a child's developmental stages, with specific technology-related milestones; andSection 3: shows how theory can inform design, for
better or for worse.This work serves as a guide to unlocking some big theories, in a small space, using external links and videos to let you
explore as much as you like.
PHR / SPHR Professional in Human Resources Certification Study Guide
Nov 08 2020 NOTE: The exam this book covered, PHR/SPHR: Professional
in Human Resources Certification, Fourth Edition, was retired SYBEX in 2018 and is no longer offered. For coverage of the current exam PHR
and SPHR Professional in Human Resources Certification: 2018 Exams, Fifth Edition, please look for the latest edition of this guide: PHR and
SPHR Professional in Human Resources Certification Complete Study Guide: 2018 Exams, Fifth Edition (9781119426523). The demand for qualified
human resources professionals is on the rise. The new Professional in Human Resources (PHR) and Senior Professional in Human Resources
(SPHR) exams from the Human Resources Certification Institute (HRCI) reflect the evolving industry standards for determining competence in
the field of HR. This new edition of the leading PHR/SPHR Study Guide reflects those changes. Serving as an ideal resource for HR
professionals who are seeking to validate their skills and knowledge, this updated edition helps those professionals prepare for these
challenging exams. Features study tools that are designed to reinforce understanding of key functional areas Provides access to bonus
materials, including a practice exam for the PHR as well as one for the SPHR. Also includes flashcards and ancillary PDFs Addresses key
topics such as strategic management, workforce planning and employment, compensation and benefits, employee and labor relations, and
Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations This new edition is must-have preparation for those looking to take the PHR or
SPHR certification exams in order to strengthen their resume.
Jumpstart! Talk for Learning
Aug 30 2022 Jumpstart! Talk for Learning presents a collection of multi-sensory games and activities that will
jumpstart children’s use of effective talk in the classroom. This book offers practical and engaging ideas ranging from brief games to
extended lesson suggestions. It offers a basis for creating your own spoken language activities to match topics you are teaching and
individual needs of your class. Specifically written to help teachers with the direct teaching of talk skills required by the National
Curriculum, activities in the book encourage children to: • participate in group and class discussions • use exploratory talk and share a
range of points of view • use talk imaginatively to develop understanding • develop individual presentational talk • take part in active
drama sessions Jumpstart! Talk for Learning includes a range of classroom activities that can be used in literacy lessons and integrated
across the curriculum. This essential resource will help teachers develop children’s use of talk to understand one another and get things
done together.
Mind Castle
Mar 13 2021
How to Improvise a Full-Length Play
Aug 25 2019 Forget the script and get on the stage! In How to Improvise a Full-Length Play, actors,
playwrights, directors, theater-group leaders, and teachers will find everything they need to know to create comedy, tragedy, melodrama, and
farce, with no scripts, no scenarios, and no preconceived characters. Author Kenn Adams presents a step-by-step method for long-form
improvisation, covering plot structure, storytelling, character development, symbolism, and advanced scene work. Games and exercises
throughout the book help actors and directors focus on and succeed with cause-and-effect storytelling, raising the dramatic stakes, creating
dramatic conflict, building the dramatic arc, defining characters, creating environments, establishing relationships, and more. How to
Improvise a Full-Length Play is the essential tool for anyone who wants to create exceptional theater. Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles
cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start
careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
Jumpstart! History
Nov 01 2022 This collection of simple to use and fun activities will jumpstart pupils’ understanding of the historical
skills of chronology, enquiry, historical inference and knowledge and understanding of people, places and time. History is an effective way
to engage pupils in a topic and can act as a fantastic hook for learning. This book will enable you to make history a fundamental part of
your classroom, to enhance not only the pupils' historical understanding but also to deepen their understanding in other subjects. Areas
covered include:- Egyptians Ancient Greeks and Romans Saxons, Vikings and Normans Stone Age Bronze Age Iron Age Tudors and Stuarts
Victorians World War Two Post-War Britain This indispensable classroom resource will celebrate history and give children the opportunity to
experience the thrill of finding out about the past. It will be a lifeline to any classroom teacher looking to teach history in a fun and
exciting way.
Jump Start Your Brain
Jul 17 2021 Ideal for inspiring marketers, artists, teachers, and anyone who needs fresh ideas for work and home,
Jump Start Your Brain helps readers crank up both their cranium and career. Featuring smart and creative methods for providing better
leadership, igniting sales and marketing, and realizing dreams with breakthrough innovations, this book teaches time-tested practices that
generate creativity and innovation. Relying on the latest research, the author pinpoints which methods and techniques work best in today's
high-stress world so readers can get a leg-up on the competition.
Cyberpunk Red Jumpstart
Feb 21 2022 A starter box for the Cyberpunk RPG line. Everything you need to play the game.
Jumpstart Your Future
Jan 23 2022 You have graduated and are entering the workforce for the first time. Congratulations to you for earning
your diploma. A job well done! The question you might be asking yourself is, "Now what?" Our schools teach us amazing things about science,
mathematics, and the arts, but do they really give us the knowledge we need to hit the ground running once we walk out their doors?
Jumpstart Your Future will give you tools and a roadmap for life, developed from lessons learned by Ben Lampron, a twenty-six-year veteran
of business, father of three, and avid liver of life. By starting strong early and having life-long discipline, you'll have great advantage
over your peers and set yourself up for years of success. You'll gain confidence in your ability to dominate your first job, have tools to
begin building wealth at a young age, and understand the importance of creating meaningful relationships throughout your world. You have one
life ahead of you; there's no time to waste. Each passing year is a lost opportunity. Take the right steps now to jumpstart your future!
Jump Jul 25 2019 One of the most successful Black businessmen in the country, who has led Nike’s Jordan Brand from a $200M sneaker company
to a $4B global apparel juggernaut, tells the remarkable story of his rise from gangland violence to the pinnacles of international
business. Jump tells Larry Miller’s journey from the violent streets of West Philly in the 1960s to the highest echelons of American sports
and industry. Miller wound up in jail more than once, especially as a teenager. But he immersed himself in the educational opportunities,
eventually took advantage of a Pennsylvania state education-release program offered to incarcerated people, and was able to graduate with
honors from Temple University. When revealing his gangland past caused him to lose his first major job opportunity, Miller vowed to keep it
a secret. He climbed the corporate ladder with a number of companies such as Kraft Foods, Campbell’s Soup, and Jantzen, until Nike hired him
to run its domestic apparel operations. Around the time of Michael Jordan’s basketball retirement, Nike Chairman Phil Knight made Larry
Miller president of the newly formed Jordan Brand. In 2007 Paul Allen convinced Miller to jump to the NBA to become president of the
Portland Trailblazers, one of the first African-Americans to lead a professional sports team, before returning to Jordan Brand in 2012. All

along, Miller lived two lives: the secret of his violent past haunted him, invading his days with migraines and his sleep with nightmares of
getting hauled back to jail. More than a rags-to-riches story, Jump is also a passionate appeal for criminal justice reform and expanded
educational opportunities for incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people across the United States. Drawing on his powerful personal
story, as well as his vast and well-connected network, Miller plans to use Jump as a launching point to help expand such opportunities and
to provide an aspirational journey for those who need hope.
Jump Start Your Brain V2.0
Aug 18 2021 A guide to a counter-corporate culture approach to creativity, uring you to break rules with
childlike abandonment and have fun doing it.
When a Dragon Moves In
Sep 06 2020 This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. On a beautiful day at the beach, a young boy brings
his bucket, shovel, and imagination, and builds a perfect sand castle. Right away, a dragon moves in. The boy decides to befriend his dragon
and they spend time roaming the shore, flying a kite, braving the waves, defying bullies, and roasting marshmallows—all while Dad is busy
sunbathing and Mom is engrossed in her book. Unfortunately, no one believes the boy when he tries to share the news of this magnificent
creature. That's when the mischief begins, and the dragon becomes a force to be reckoned with. While adults will recognize the naughty
antics as a ploy for attention, children will dissolve into giggles as the dragon devours every last sandwich, blows bubbles in the
lemonade, and leaves claw prints in the brownies. Maybe the dragon really is running amok on the beach, or maybe it's a little boy's
imagination that is running wild.
Brim Oct 20 2021 Worship Leader Magazine's 2013 Editor's Pick for Service planners category. BRIM opens your eyes to creative, artistic
worship possibilities. Inside you will find ways to engage your team, worship templates to launch the creative process, and encouragement
for the solo worship planner. BRIM combines music, art resources, imagery, digital content, leader devotionals, prayer encounters, practical
how-to's and more to jumpstart your creative engine and to create new, meaningful worship experiences.
Jumpstart Connection
Apr 25 2022 From Real life Experiences discover the keys to recovery and Growth in Relationships at home, work or
neighborhood.
Castles
Oct 08 2020 Discover Series Books for Babies & Toddlers Every princess needs a castle and every knight needs a fortress to defend.
In this Discover Series book, young children can learn the proper terminology for castles and explore the crisp and clear photographs with
simple titles. Used as a jumpstart for interaction, Discover Series Picture Books are a great way to introduce new images, words and ideas
to kids.
Jump Start PHP Environment
Apr 13 2021 Many entry level PHP developers want a quick path to glory, a shortcut to "knowing PHP." Too many
books and tutorials go straight into a pre-made, awful environment that just wants you to code, with no regard for security, version
control, or other absolutely essential practices. This book is aimed at the absolute beginner who wants to start learning PHP, but aims to
set you up with a thorough understanding of what makes for a good, modern, adaptable PHP environment before you start diving into PHP
itself. This book will cover a the essential building blocks of a good PHP environment, including covering topics such as: The anatomy of a
web request The importance of a good IDE Using Composer for package management Version control with Git and GitHub Deployment and hosting
options Using virtual machines Build a sample app from scratch and deploy it -- the right way And much more!
Isabel's Car Wash
Jan 29 2020 The Nelly Longhair doll is on sale at Murphy's Toys for ten dollars. But Isabel has only fifty cents. Isabel
decides to start a car wash business; she's sure she can make money. But at the hardware store she learns that her supplies will cost five
dollars! If five of her friends will invest one dollar each, she'll have enough. Will Isabel be able to pay them back and have enough left
over for the Nelly doll?
Jumpstart! Grammar
Jun 27 2022 Fully updated to help teachers deal with the new 2016 Grammar Tests, this second edition presents a
collection of simple to use, multi-sensory games and activities that will jumpstart pupils’ understanding of grammar in action It includes
coverage of the subjunctive and past progressive, selecting which tense is the most definite, identifying when a word is used as a
subordinating conjunction/preposition, explaining how a comma can change meaning, and an increased emphasis on the passive. Jumpstart!
Grammar will prepare children for any grammar tests on the horizon in an engaging way so that they love playing with words and spinning
sentences to make ideas dance. And, of course, they will be able to name the parts if that is what is required. Fun games will focus first
on helping children hear the difference various types of grammar can make followed by activities to help them understand what different
effects you can create with grammar. Technical terms will only be introduced once the children have established what the various features
can do, with a particular focus on those terms that really help children discuss what makes language coherent and effective. This
indispensable, practical book celebrates the joys of language and coherent expression; of finding just the right words or phrases to express
what you want to say.
The Complete Master Cleanse
Nov 28 2019 A comprehensive guide to cleansing and detoxing the body—and maximizing the amazing results of the
Master Cleanse Diet. The Lemonade Diet is simple and powerful. The recipe takes only minutes to learn, and when done correctly the cleanse
is surprisingly easy and completely safe. But there’s more to it than just drinking the lemonade mixture. The Complete Master Cleanse offers
a step-by-step program that unleashes the full power of the Master Cleanse and all its health benefits. Tom Woloshyn shares the amazing
results, helpful information, and insightful tips he’s gained from personally coaching thousands of people on the best way to follow The
Lemonade Diet. Much has been learned about detoxing since the Master Cleanse was first developed over thirty years ago, and this up-to-date
book explains clearly how and why cleansing can improve all aspects of your personal health, including: •Increasing Energy •Balancing Your
Body’s pH •Losing Weight •Reducing Swelling and Pain •Alleviating Allergies •Flushing the Colon •Improving Skin and Hair •Ridding Your Body
of Parasites
Jumpstart! Poetry
Jul 29 2022 A good poetry idea should help the children feel excited about writing and enable them to think of what to
write - developing their imagination, creativity and writing skills. Jumpstart! Poetry is about involving children as creative writers
through writing poems. The book contains a bank of ideas that can be drawn upon when teaching poetry but also at other times to provide a
source for creative writing that children relish. There are more than 100 quick warm-ups to fire the brain into a creative mood and to
‘jumpstart’ reading, writing and performing poetry in any key stage 1 or 2 classroom. Practical, easy-to-do and vastly entertaining, this
new ‘jumpstarts’ will appeal to busy teachers in any primary classroom.
Princess Persephone Loses the Castle
Dec 10 2020 Princess Persephone was cold in her castle on freezing Ganymede. So, when Aluminum Jim
came calling to sell her tin sheets to nail onto the exterior walls to keep out the cold, Persephone was only to happy to agree to a loan,
and sign the contract without reading it. What could she do when the tin sheets didn't work, she couldn't repay the loan, and Jim claimed
the castle?
Captive Heart
Jun 03 2020 A warrior born and raised, Helena of Rivenloch is desperate to save her youngest sister from a fate worse than
death - marriage. After trying and failing to murder the groom, she does the next best thing. She takes his right-hand knight, the dashing
Colin du Luc, as her hostage.
Inspiring Thoughts to Jump Start Your Day
Sep 18 2021 Inspiring Thoughts to Jump-Start Your Day is a collection of thoughts, short stories,
and materials that are designed to inspire everyone in their journey through life. They cover virtually every aspect of life and give ideas
on how to live a meaningful, healthy, and happy life. They have initially appeared in weekly church bulletins that were written by the
author to his congregation but have been revised and edited to suit the general public. Those who will take the time to internalize these
thoughts will find a new motivating force and power for daily living. They will be consumed with a renewed vision and a clearer outlook on
life that will put a sparkle in the eye, a spring in the gait, and a healthy disposition that will allow them to enjoy every moment of their
journey. It will keep them focused on their life's goals and maintain a steady sense of direction in their lives. And this will help get
them over every obstacle on the way and move them swiftly and safely through to their desired haven.
The Gift Castle
Jun 15 2021 Earth knows the world of Qorunn only as The Torn Kingdoms, setting for a popular roleplaying game. Former
Oregonian Keifer McShane now calls it home. Known there as Duke Aefric Brightstaff, his magic saved the kingdom of Armyr and the duchy of
Merrek from invasion. Grateful Duchess Ashling Fyrenn gave him a castle in thanks. But that castle waits in Kivash, a city in turmoil. Right
on the enemy border. A castle hiding wealth, magic, and danger... The Gift Castle, an exciting novel of epic fantasy adventure, full of
action and wonder, peril and politics, magic and monsters and more. Fans of Dungeons and Dragons and World of Warcraft, don't miss this one!
The third book in the Jumpstart Duchy series. From Stefon Mears, author of the Rise of Magic series and the Cavan Oltblood series.
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